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We give an infinite-dimensional Lie group from which a group approach toquantization (GAQ) derives aGupta-Bleuler-like 
quantization for the electromagnetic field. The incorporation into the group law of the gauge transformation properties ofAu(x), 
A~,(x) -,A,(x) + 0~, requires a non-conventional generator which is related to the BRST charge. 
In previous papers [1,2] we have analyzed the 
problem of quantizing constrained physical systems 
on the grounds of a group approach to quantization 
(GAQ) for which the usual U( I )  phase invariance 
of quantum mechanics is replaced with a bigger 
(super)group T containing agroup of constraints K. 
From the mathematical point of view T is the struc- 
ture group of a principal bundle endowed with a Lie 
(super)group law, G, denominated quantum group 
[ 1,2 ]. The quantum constraints on the wave func- 
tions then appear as a natural generalization of the 
U ( 1 ) equivariance that results in the U ( 1 ) phase in- 
variance. A particularly interesting case is that for 
which T, or rather its Lie algebra, is a generalization 
of the BRST algebra given by Bowick and Giirsey [ 3 ]. 
The GAQ then provides the entire algebraic structure 
underlying BRST quantization. 
The GAQ idea is to perform the quantization start- 
ing with the complex functions .~ on the "symmetry 
group" rather than the phase space. A naive quanti- 
zation (prequantization or Bohr quantization) is 
achieved from the right generators acting on .~-. This 
representation is highly reducible, and it is for that 
reason that a proper quantization mechanism ust 
be followed. One can in fact check that there are non- 
trivial operators, the left generators .~L indeed, which 
commute with the representation .~R ( [ )~L, )~R ] = 0 
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is a general property for any Lie group). Then, reduc- 
ing the representation means looking for a maximal 
set of compatible conditions on ~ trivializing the ef- 
fect of left generators. For instance, the U ( 1 ) gener- 
ator (of phase invariance in quantum mechanics) 
X~ ---_~ can be made trivial by imposing the so-called 
U ( 1 ) equivariance condition, .~g/= i~,. The next step 
is to impose the maximum number of compatible 
conditions of the form )~L~,= 0. This is accomplished 
by means of a polarization. 
The usefulness of GAQ in quantizing field theories 
lies in the way the normal ordering comes out from 
the general scheme (it appears automatically from the 
choice of a particular subalgebra, the polarization 
subalgebra) and also in the underlying associative 
structure defining (super) Jacobi identities among all 
the operators entering the theory. Together, these 
properties avoid many infinities which are inherent 
in the standard quantization techniques. 
Our aim in this letter is to present a framework 
based on GAQ constituting a first step toward the 
non-perturbative quantization of non-abelian gauge 
theories. The crucial point is to close a group contain- 
ing among its parameters (apart from those of the 
Poincar6 group) the Fourier coefficients of the gauge 
potential and the parameters of the gauge transfor- 
mations with a proper action of the latter on the for- 
mer. Although the structure of the mentioned group 
in the general non-abelian case is not known yet, the 
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abelian one is rather feasible and we believe that it 
could provide the key to generalization. 
We then find the simplest infinite-dimensional Lie
group (the "electromagnetic group" ~e)  containing 
in a non-trivial way the Poincar6 group, the group 
generated by the Fock operators for a free electro- 
magnetic field and the local U( 1 ) gauge group. As a 
quantum group, the structure group T contains the 
centrally extended local U ( 1 ) symmetry. Lie groups 
containing the Poincar6 group as well as the group 
generated by the Fock operators for a free field have 
already been considered and the corresponding 
quantum dynamics have been obtained from just the 
group manifold [4]. In particular a quantum group 
for the Proca field, G~, ..... was provided. In that case 
the transversality condition 0u~u=0 came from what 
in GAQ is the standard set of equations of motion, 
i.e., the characteristic subalgebra ~e generating the 
kernel of the quantization form O (see ref. [ 1 ] and 
references therein) or, what is the same, the kernel of 
the Lie algebra cocycle of the U(1) centrally ex- 
tended group ~JP~oc~-~CJP~oea/U ( 1 ). 
The symmetry of the free electromagnetic field is, 
however, much more involved because of the non- 
trivial action of the local U( l  ) gauge group (the 
structure group of our requested quantum group) on 
the electromagnetic field operators. Moreover, find- 
ing the composition law for a symmetry group is in 
general much more difficult than simply giving the 
action of it on the corresponding physical objects. 
This action must be of course recovered as an orbit 
of the group law, i.e. of the action of the group on 
itself. In our case (and disregarding for the time being 
the semidirect action of the Poincar6 group) the group 
taw must account for the usual gauge transformation 
properties ofA~,, A~,(k)--.A~,(k) - ikz¢ (k) [A~,(x)--, 
A~,(x) + 0j,¢(x) in configuration space], as well as the 
"translations" by the Fock generators a~,(k), 
A~,(k)--,A~(k) +au(k),  that isto say, 
A~,(k)'---,A~(k) - ikuO(k) +a~,(k). ( ia )  
In order to motivate the composition law (see be- 
low) which must account for ( la)  (at least to the 
lowest order), let us go to the simpler example of the 
action of the Poincar6 group (x, A) on space-time 
(x): 
x' =x+Ax.  (2a) 
The transformation (2a) is associated with the fol- 
lowing group law for the translation parameter: 
x"=x '  +A 'x ,  (2b) 
(to be complemented with A" =A'A)  that allows us 
to interpret x as the space-time parameter itself. In- 
deed, (2a) is obtained from (2b) by just considering 
the unprimed parameters (x) as points and the 
primed ones (x' and A' ) as group parameters. Going 
back to the electromagnetic case, we identify the Fock 
variables A (k) and the group parameters a(k)  writ- 
ing the analog to (2b), 
a~,(k)" = au(k) - ik~,¢(k)~+au(k) ' , ( lb )  
but unlike eq. (2b), where the action of the Lorentz 
subgroup on x is of a very special type (semidirect 
action), it is not yet a group law because the group 
law for a certain parameter cannot be linear in any 
other. That necessarily means introducing a new pa- 
rameter, multiplying ¢(k')  in ( lb),  which will pro- 
vide a non-trivial commutator among its associated 
generator in the Lie algebra nd the one associated 
with the parameter au(k ). 
We now write the simplest group law in Fock space 
compatible with the action ( la),  which now appears 
as the first order of an orbit inside the group, and 
providing the fundamentals ofthe physical theory. On 
this group we make all calculations and at the end we 
add the semidirect action of the Poincar6 group, 
which does not modify the solutions and only con- 
tributes by simply providing new Noether invariants 
as a function on the basic operators a~,(k), a*~(k). We 
also discuss the connection with BRST symmetries 
where the role of BRST charge [5 ] is played by a fer- 
mionic version of the additional parameter here 
required. 
Introducing the extra (real) parameter b we pro- 
pose the following group law for the electromagnetic 
field: 
a~( k ) =a~,(k) + au( k ) -ik~,¢' (k )b 
1 
- 2~ " k~,k~a'~(k) b2 , 
a,,÷-k- ~,'( )=a~(k)+a~(k)+ik , ,~ '* (k)b  
_ 1 k~,k~,aT(k)b 2 (3) 
2! 
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0" (k )=0'  (k)+O(k)- ik~'a't,(k)b, 
¢"*(k) =O'*(k) +&(k)  +ik."a~(k),  
b"=b '+b,  
~"=~' rexp( -½ ; d.Qk(gu~{[a~'(k) 
+ ik~#'~(k)b - ½k~,k°a~(k)b2]a,(k) 
-a~(k)  [a;,(k) - ik~#' (k )b -  ½k~,k~'a'(k)b2l} 
+ { [¢i*'(k) + ik~'a'~*(k)b]¢(k) 
- &(k ) [O ' (k ) - i k~ 'a ' . (k )b ]}) ) .  (3 cont'd) 
The group law (3) corresponds toa central extension 
by U( 1 ), parametrized by i In (, of the group para- 
metrized by the rest of the parameters. 
From (3) we derive the left and right generators: 
.~L O + ½ ia,~ (k)_ E 
,,,,(k)- Oa,(k) 
~ 0 
X~tk) -- Oa~( k ) - ½ia~'(k)S' 
0 0 0 
.~= ~ -ik~,O(k) ~ +ik~,O*(k) Oa~(k) 
0 +ik~,a~(k) 0 
- ik~G'(k) O0~ 00t(k) ' 
~L 0 
X~(k) = OO(k~ + ½i0(k)~, 
~r 0 ~i0(k)~, X[- =i r~(  =.E (4) 
X0t (k  ) - -  00t(k) ' , 
O . O _½k~kob2 O 
-~(  k ) -- Oa~,( k ) -~k~'b O() ( k ) Oa°( k ) 
- ½i [a~"(k) -ik~'()*(k)b - ½k'k"a~(k)b2]~, 
' Oh' 
~R 0 0 
X~(k) -- O(9(k) -ik~,b Oa~,(k) 
- ½i [&(k)  -ik~'a~(k)b]-E, 
~R =(~k) ) t  ~o=i (O =.  - (5 )  Xo*(k )  , --  ~ . 
or, 
The Lie algebra is easily obtained from either (4) or 
(5) giving the following non-zero commutators: 
~R ~R __ ,uv ~ , 
[Xa~(k , ) .  " Say(k ) ] - -g  O(k  -k )~, ,  
~R 
= - -  l k ,  Xa, ,Ak)  , 
~R ~ [ a,,(k), X~] = ik'X~(k~, 
Xl, ] = - l k~'X~,~k~,  
~R ~R [X~,(k,), X~k)] =~(k' -k) .E .  (6) 
Now we can compare that part of the Lie (group) 
cocycle involving the vcctor parameters a~(k' ) and 
a,,(k) with the cocycle on the Proca group; Gp~o~,, i.e., 
the cocycle for massive fields• For the massive field, 
which is not gauge invariant, the Lie algebra cocycle 
is g~'"-kak"/rn 2, where m is the mass of the vector 
particle. In the present massless case the term in the 
cocycle proportional to k~'k " is forbidden by the 
Jacobi identity among ~(k), a*~,(k' ) and b or ()*(k'), 
a~,(k' ) and b. In other words, the massive term is for- 
bidden by the gauge symmetry. However, the electro- 
magnetic symmetry (3) could be written off shell, a 
fact which is important if we wish to include the in- 
teraction with fermions in the future. 
Rather than the U ( 1 ) central extension structure 
of (3), the quantum group structure we are inter- 
ested in is that of a principal bundle on the "phase 
space" manifold t~E/T with structure group T gen- 
erated by what we could call unphysical operators, 
i.e. {O*(k), ~(k' ), b, (} as well as the "longitudinal" 
components of the Fock operators which are re- 
quircd to close on the group T. The structure group 
generators will act as constraints of the physical states 
through the T equivariance condition [1 ] generaliz- 
ing the traditional U (1) phasc invariance in quan- 
tum mcchanics (the infinitesimal version of which is 
)~  ~= i~). Thc Lie algebra 3-- of the structure group 
T is (in terms of right generators) 
I~v~R ~R --R ~R J=  (k~,~k~ . . . .  ~k~, X~t~k), X~k), X~, ;?~ ) .  
(7) 
Another important subalgebra of GE is the character- 
istic subalgebra, i.e., the kernel of the left-algebra 
cocycle: 
.%= ( X~ ) . (8) 
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c#, is generated by those operators which are not ca- 
nonically conjugated to any other in the whole group 
and permit the unambiguous definition of a polari- 
zation. We must remark that all the Poincar6 gener- 
ators would be included in ~e had we considered this 
symmetry explicitly from the beginning. 
A full polarization ~ is a maximal left subalgebra 
containing fg, and excluding the central generator 
)~ (to prevent pairs of canonically conjugate vari- 
ables occurring in #) .  In our case we find 
= (.,?~, -L  -L  . X,,~.,), X¢,(k) > (9) 
The quantization mechanism takes place as fol- 
lows. We start with the complex functions on ~JE sat- 
isfying the ordinary U ( 1 ) equivariance condition 
.~u=i~,  (10) 
as in the case of a non-constrained theory. We now 
impose the polarization conditions on ~,, 
~Lv=0 v J~L6~,  (11) 
which include, in general, the generalized quantum 
equations of motion. Those steps suffice for the 
quantization of an unconstrained theory as for in- 
stance that of the Proca field whose transversality 
condition comes from the polarization conditions 
[4]. The integration of ( 11 ) is easily achieved: 
--L --L Xa~(k ) I/I.•. 0=Xo?(k  ) ~// 
~g/=~exp(-½ fdg2atuaU)exp(-½ fdg2¢'¢) 
X ¢(a.(k), ¢(k), b), (12) 
where q) is an arbitrary function, and 
~ , = 0  
cI)=q~( au( k ) + iku¢( k )b- ½kuk~a~( k )b 2) 
X f (¢(k)  +ikUau(k)b), (13) 
with ~o andfalso arbitrary functions. The general so- 
lution can be decomposed into the following basic 
states: 
IO)=(cxp(-½ fd.QatuaU)exp(-½ fdt2¢t¢)  
= W (the vacuum) , (14) 
law(k) ) = W[ a,,( k ) + ik,,¢( k )b-  ½k,,kUa,,( k )b 2] , 
[¢(k))=W[¢(k)+ikgau(k)b]. (14 cont'd) 
For a constrained system we have to impose the 
rest of the equivariance conditions [1 ] 
)~R~=D(X)~ 
v.~%,ffo> (k ' -~L ,  -~  -~ - X¢(k), X,,) ) c .Y', ( 15 ) 
where D is a representation (characterizing the quan- 
tization) of ~o> which is the subalgebra of .Y- anni- 
hilating the vacuum ]0). ~0> is, in general, the big- 
gest subalgebra of 3-- that can be imposed in (15). 
The use of the whole .Y- in the equivariance condition 
causes the theory to be trivial or makes that equation 
incompatible if conjugate coordinate-momentum 
pairs like ¢(k), e*(k) are present in .~. At most, those 
generators in .Y- excluded from (15) can be em- 
ployed to establish compatibly an equivalence rela- 
tion among wave functions. In our present case, and 
taking the trivial representations D=0,  the operator 
~R X,<k) annihilate 10) and law(k)) and therefore it 
does not lead to non-trivial conditions. On the other 
--R hand, and because of X¢(k) [ ¢ (k' ) ) = 3(k' - k) I O) 
:~0, no Iq~) states are allowed as a consequence of
( 15 ). On the other hand, )~  = O/Ob acting on the lin- 
ear combination e~'( k) l au(k) ) gives 
xr~eu(k)lau(k))=ieu(k)k~,l~(k)), (16a) 
and hence only those states eu(k)lau(k)) are phys- 
ical for which 
eu(k)ku=O. (16b) 
--R The condition kuXa,(k)~=O does not impose any 
new restriction as can be observed from the eommu- 
--R tator [Xe,(k),X~]= " -R -- lkuX~(k ). Finally, the opera- 
--R ~R tors Xb, Xo,(k) and ku.yRatu(k), which close on the right 
version of the algebra :~ c~.Y', generate the spurious 
states. In particular, the states 
.~  I ¢(k) ) =ikUlau(k) (16c) 
are spurious (zero norm) states. The same happens 
/t R g with k .~t(k)10) =k  lau(k)). On the other hand, 
the operators X~*(k) do not create physical states and 
hence no new spurious tates are defined. This mech- 
anism constitutes the group approach version of the 
Gupta-Bleuler quantization. 
We now resume the results (16) in the following 
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way. Physical states are polarized functions with "zcro 
~(k) number" annihilated by thc operator ~R, mod- 
ulus those states created by ~R. This mechanism de- 
fines what we could call a b cohomology. 
The quantization could easily be completed with 
the addition of the Poincar6 group and the computa- 
tion of the quantization form, the Noether invariant, 
etc. Here we only give the prescription for including 
the Poincar6 action. Apart from the composition law 
for itself, x"U=x'U+A:~x ~,A"=A'A, every un- 
primed vector parameter must be multiplied by A'.¢, 
the primed parameters a'u(k), fJ' (k) by exp(- ik .  
A'x) '* anda u(k), O'*(k) byexp(ik.A'x) (see the case 
of the Proca group in ref. [4] ). 
We can further clarify the role of the parameter b 
which was required to close on the group. To this aim 
let us consider the transformation properties under 
the BRS charges Q and (~ ofAu(x ) as well as the ghost 
and anti-ghost fields O*(x), ¢~(x) (see for instance 
the review of ref. [6] ). They are 
{Q, fb(x)}=-iOuAU(x), {(~, 0(x)) =0,  
{Q, q~*(x)}=0, {(~, O*(x)}=iOuAU(x), 
[Q,A,,(x) ]=-iOuO*(x) , [Q, Au(x) l=iOu.O(x) , 
[Q, OUAu(x)]=O, [Q,O~A,,(x)]=O. (17) 
Writing the Fourier decomposition of A~,(x), O(x) 
and 0" (x), 
Au(x )= J dK2k[au(k) exp(- ik .x)  
+ a*u(k) exp(ik.x) ] , 
¢(x) = f dD-k[0(k) exp(- ik .x)  
+ ~(k)  exp(ik.x)] ,
0*(X)  = f d,Qk[ ~(k  ) exp(- ik .x)  
+ ~*(k) exp(ik-x)}, (18) 
we gel the following superalgebra (we only write the 
non-zero terms): 
[atu(k), a~(k' ) ] =g~6(k-k' )Y_., 
[au(k), Q] =ku~P(k), [a~,(k), (~] =ku Tt (k) ,  
[a~,(k), Q] =-k ,#*(k ) ,  [au(k), Q] = -k,,C~(k), 
{¢*(k), ¢(k' )} =6(k-k' )Y., (19) 
{ ~trt(k), T(k' )} =8(k-k' )Y., 
{¢(k), Q)=kUau(k), {~*(k), Q} =kUa~(k) , 
{ ~rt(k), Q}=-kUat~(k), {T(k), Q}=-k~'au. 
( 19 cont'd) 
For this very special case of an abelian gauge theory 
(19) can be turned into a Lie algebra by simply re- 
placing anticommutator with ordinary commutator. 
Then a simple change of basis 
b- (Q+Q_)/x/2, O(k)- [T(k)-qb(k)]/x/~, 
a~,(k)=au(k), at~(k)-a~u(k) (20) 
identifies the algebra (6) as a subalgebra of the bo- 
sonized version of (19). A remarkable property of 
( 19 ) and its bosonized analogue isthat, unlike in the 
case of the algebra (6), the condition k2=0 arises 
from the Jacobi identities [even before extending by 
the global U ( 1 ) ]. 
We mcntion, finally, that obtaining a BRST sym- 
metry was not our main purpose. Rather, we simply 
wanted to achieve the quantization on just a group 
(~JE) and by means of a method compatible with 
constraints. The symmetry b then came out as a re- 
quirement of the theory. The connection with BRST 
symmetries must be interpreted in the sense that 
(super)groups with that sort of structure are strictly 
necessary in a group approach to (exact)quantiza- 
tion of abelian and non-abelian gauge theories, al- 
though in the latter case a fermionic BRST symmetry 
might be required to close a quantum (super)group. 
We thank Vicente Caselles for very valuable 
discussions. 
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